
InventoryPortal
spares solved simply

Inventory Portal is the NO RISK way to quickly
monetize excess oil and gas inventory

Sell Your Excess Inventory

Get a higher return on 
the sale of excess and 
obsolete inventory.

List your excess inventory 
easily with no up-front 
costs. We manage the 
process from end to end.

Your inventory is 
marketed to buyers 
of over 9,000 
rigs and vessels.

ConnectMonetize Easy

Inventory Portal’s goal is to
offer you a comprehensive suite
of solutions to help you turn
your inventory into dollars.
If the product is not able to
sell on Inventory Portal then
the seller even has the option
to utilize liquidation options.

1. The process starts with the
 seller submitting a list of spare
 parts, components, and assets.

2. Inventory Portal’s technology   
 analyzes and assesses the
 products against market demand.

3. Inventory Portal helps each
 seller differently, no matter the  
 timeline or drivers involved.
 IP can take care of the process.
 For the sellers that want to
 optimize their returns, listing
 their inventory on the Inventory  
 Portal marketplace makes the
 most sense. While other sellers
 need their products moved
 quickly and are willing to get
 a lower return, connecting this  
 inventory to our extensive
 network of buyers that include  
 end users, distributors, liquidators,  
 recyclers and sources for donation
 work out the best.
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How it Works!



3200 Southwest Frwy. Ste. 3300
Houston, TX  77027

Ph. +1.832.930.1180 
sales@inventoryportal.com 
www.inventoryportal.com

Go Green!
Inventory Portal is helping
the energy industry go further
by offering sustainable 
alternatives that are better
for your business, your
customer, and the environment. 

save time and money
on inventory purchases

Partners

About Inventory Portal

Millions IN inventory being added

LogisticsSave Easy

Save up to 50% on 
inventory purchases. 
Many items are 
currently in stock 
and ready to ship.

Simple process 
to make your job 
easier. Simply add 
Inventory Portal on 
RFQ’s or purchase 
via the website.

We can even assist with 
the freight movement 
through our 3PL partner.

Contact Us

An Alliant RigServ company

Inventory Portal is the most efficient and trusted way for your organization to buy 
and sell oil & gas and marine spare parts to SAVE money, time, and manpower. Our 
goal is to develop a united, sustainable, and innovative community where buying and 
selling spare parts and equipment is simple and reliable, providing quality products 
in abundance. We exist to make your job easier. Most of our listed inventory items 
are excess, surplus that sellers are monetizing through our extensive community and 
buyers are purchasing at huge discounts. Utilizing Inventory Portal for buyers and 
sellers is a very simple process that ties in with the end users current processes
without additional training or change management.

RigServ


